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Candidate forum

Student issues
discussed
By Molly Nash
Johnsonian Staff Writer
Candidates for elections discussed what they would change
about the campus, and how they would serv e the student body
if elected, at the forum held in Dinkins Auditorium Wednesday
night.
|
Candidates for SGA president
EIection<'89
are Darryl Holland, Hampton
Hopkins, Cher Lynn, Paul Rouillard, and Prentiss Woods.
Darryl Holland stated from the
outset that he "wanted to win."
He has three years of experience as a senator and said he has
learned to solve problems.
He said he has ability, attitude, and aggressiveness.
He said he ensures adequate representation through his
"Marketing of SGA" program. He said he plans to judge his appointments by their experience and ability, and said his managerial style will be by instinct.
Hampton Hopkins is a senior majoring in business adminisec forum, pg.6

Old friends
...
Photo by David Turner
Bill Culp, retired director of the physical plant and now director of special projects and renovations, has seen
many changes in Winthrop College since he attended the Withers school as a boy. Here he stands atop the
Tillman bell tower where he carved his intials in 1933 and surveys the campus he grew up with and loves.

'Cole* performances continue
despite professor's surgery
By Karen Parker

only a dress rehearsal and not
the scheduled studentperformCaroline Crawford, assistant ance. However, Crawford said
professor of theatre, said Dr. the Monday night performance
Chris Reynolds is going to play would go on as scheduled.
Tom Rouillard, a senior in
for "Cole", even though his wife,
Dr. Les Reynolds, professor of mass communication, was sellEnglisn, had open-heart sur- ing tickets for the AERho luncheon in Johnson Lobby when he
gery Friday morning.
"It is going to go on as saw Les Reynolds coming
planned. Everything's back to downstairs.
He said, "She sat down, got
the way it was," Crawford said.
Chris Reynolds is the pian- up, walked a short way, turned
ist/producer of "Cole", and it around and sat down again in
was questioned whether a re- a daze. She didn't know what
placement could be found for to do. She got overwhelmed and
sat down."
him if he decided not to play.
He said he noticed she was
There were rumors that last
night'* performance would be short of breath. He said he

Johnsonian Staff Writer

asked her if she was all right,
and she said she was having
pains. Rouillard said he asked
if they were chest pains and if
there was something he could
do. He said she told him to get
Zeta Sistare, mass communication administration specialist.
Rouillard told Chris Reynolds after the 11 a.m. classes
let out what had happened.
Sistare drove Les Reynolds
to Reynold's doctor.
"At that point, she was doing
all right. Later die went to the
hospital," Sistare said. Les
Reynolds had by-pass surgery
See Reynolds, pg. 6
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A change in direction
may add more parking
Karen Parker
Johnsonian Cfty Editor
Reggie Lloyd, student senate president, said an idea
for a one-way street on campus will be one in a series of
proposals that will be considered when a newly-formed
committee looks at the prob-

lems oftraffic and parking on
campus.
Vance Striqklin, senator,
said the one-way street proposal originally came down
from the administration.
Dean Jeff Mann, vice-president for student life, was not
in town and could not be
See traffic, pg. 6
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Drama Production- The School ofVisual and Performing
Arts will present COLE, a musical revue Feb. 15-18 at 8
p.m. in Johnson Hall. Winthrop student night is Monday,
Feb. 13. Student ticket reservations for Wednesday to
Saturday can be made at Dinkins Student Center Monday
thru Friday between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. beginning on
Monday Feb. 13. All tickets must be picked up by 7:45 p.m.
at Johnson Hall on nights of the performance. Students get
in free with WCID. This is a cultural event.
Concert- Benjamin Matthews and Eddye Pierce .Young
will perform Gershwin selections and light opera on Thursday, Feb. 16 at 8 p.m. in Byrnes Auditorium. A preview
lecture by Dr. Jess Casey will be held in the Recital Hall at
7 p.m. the same day. Tickets are available Wednesday, Feb.
15 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and the day of the performance
from 1 p.m. until curtain. Students get in free with WCID.
For more information, call 328-2787.
Financial Aid- All NDSL (Carl D. Perkins) borrowers are
to come to the financial aid office Feb. 13-17 to sign acknowledgement of their loans.
Black History Month- The followinghave been approved
as Winthrop College events observing Black History Month:
Feb. 13 through 17—A black art exhibit will be shown in
Dinkins.
Feb. 17—The Mr. Ebonite Pageant will be held at 8 p.m. in
the Recital Hall.
Feb. 18— Katherine Davis and Erwin Heifer, singer and
pianist, will perform at 8 p.m. in Union Station.
Feb. 22—The movie "Cry Freedom" will be shown at 8 p.m.
in Dinkins Auditorium.
Feb. 24—A salute to black Americans will be held at 8 p.m.
in the Recital Hall.
Meeting ~ The Winthrop College Water Ski Club will
meet tomorrow at 8 p.m. in 100 Thurmond Hall. Anyone
wishing more information should contact Scott Butler at
ext. 3582.

Winthrop, Harvard split
$275,000 in donations
By Paul Windsor

Johi sonian Staff Writer

Winthrop College's scholarship fund will be approximately $150,000 richer, but
students won't benefit until
Christmas, at the earliest.
Winthrop and Harvard are
receiving a joint donation for
schol irship purposes from
Capt. Charles and Jean Baldwin.
"The amount of money intended to be shared will be
$275,000.00 and isbeingplaced
in the Winthrop Foundation
account," said Becky McMillan, vice-president for institutional advancement.
The Baldwins are giving
their donation in the unitrust
form In this form, the money
is riot accessible to students.

It's a tax deduction and earns
interest for the couple at five
percent.
Anything over the five
percent is combined with the
principal, $275,000. If the
principal earns 15 percent, the
couple receives their five percent, and the principal is enlarged by the remaining 10
percent.
When the Baldwins die, the
interest on the principal of the
donation will be available to
students by scholarship.
The biology department received $10,000 at Christmas
break. The money can be accessed by a deserving biology
student, but not until next
Christmas. It takes a year for
a new scholorship to earn the
interest needed.

photo by Andrew Hayler

Students In Dr. Ed Clark's Critical Issues Symposium work with equiptment designed to
simulate physical disabilities last week

Handicapped for a day

Symposium students test stereotypes
By Carol Edwards
Johnsonian Staff Writer

Heather Raines was almost
struck by a jeep when she was
unable to stop her wheelchair
from rolling down a ramp in
frontofSims Building Feb. 6.
Raines was participating
in a Critical Issues Symposium class led by Dr. Ed Clark,
professor of English, challenging stereotypes against the
physically handicapped.
Dr. Clark said his class experienced different handicaps
to "get the students to feel on a
different level."
Students in the class said
they felt frustration being
confined to a wheelchair, loss
of hearing, or visual disabilities.
Amy Lemons was thrown
out of her wheelchair when it
struck the sidewalk in front of
Peabody. Raines could not
reach some of the shelves in
her room while trying to fix

lunch one afternoon.
"I got really frustrated. I'd
get up and start stomping my
feet," Raines said.
Students who were confined to wheelchairs said one
problem they had while trying
to get around campus was finding handicapped entrances to
various buildings. The students said getting to some
wheelchair ramps was difficult
because people parked their
cars in front of buildings.
Carole Rogers wore headphones that keep out sound to
simulatehearingloss. She said
it was a loss of freedom.
"You didn't want to stare
(at people speaking), but you
have to watch their mouths."
Kirk Dowd found concentration difficult while he
couldn't hear. He said, "It
makes you a little nervous."
Those who were visually
impaired almost immediately
found that their hearing was
more sensitive.

Many of the students
thought the experiment was a
good way to make people think
more carefully before they labelled people according to appearances.
Ken Carrol!, student director for the class, talked with
Clark to set up the program.
The students were given an
option of which disability they
would experience.
"The ones who did the
wheelchair thought it would
be fun, and I think it opened
their eyes," Carroll said.
Clark said, "It was interesting to get the reactions of
the students."
Brent Ballard, class member, said, "I think they ought to
give these kinds of classes more
of an opportunity."
Carroll said it is easy to go
to a class and just sit there,
"but when you're challenged to
go out of your normal scope of
thinkingit's more meaningful."

Freshmen needed for survey
By Kathy Hartnett

education,
and Jim
Johnston,associate professor of
biology, are compiling the
Freshmen are being given results for a survey.
a chance to earn some money.
To sign up for the survey,
Freshmen can earn a quick freshmen should come to Room
$10 by participating in a sur- 119 in Peabody Gym between
vey to find out how stress and 3:30 and 5 p.m. Feb. 14-16.
diet affect students' health.
In the survey, students will
Drs. Ann Chambers, assis- get their blood pressure and
tant professor in the school of cholesterol checked on Feb. 24
Johnsonian Staff Writer

between 8 a.m.and 2 p.m. in
Peabody Gym.
The students will be
checked again when they are
seniors. They can't use sophomores, juniors and seniors,
Chambers said.
The project was paid for
through the School of Education faculty fund.
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Jordan: Knowledge of procedures important
By Michelle Martin
Special to The Johnsonian

Most students don't read
their leases very closely, but a
security, inspection and search
article is in every Winthrop
College student's housing contract and a violation of the
contract rules can result in a
search of a student's room.
Cynthia Cassens, associate
dean of residence life, said most
searches are "plain view
searches" which are just what
one can see. Violations of this
type include public area furniture, pets andfirehazards. She
said, for example, that if a
student has a lobby table in
their room in plain view, they
can be written up for it.
Duringinspeetions any violation in plain view may be
acted upon. However, she said
officials cannot open or look
under drawers for violations.
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but you had friends in your is violation of municipal, state and brought her down with
him. Jordan said the officer
room, we would do the same," or federal law.
State and city police can was, however, escorted by the
Jordan said.
She said most students co- come onto the campus and clerk.
Informants will sometimes
operate because they know search dorm rooms as well
Public Safety can get a war- because the campus is public give Public Safety tips that occasionally lead to searches, said
domain, Cassens said.
rant
She added, "The police may Jordan. She said this is not an
Article V of the Winthrop
Housing Contract states, T h e be involved in an investigation everyday occurrence and reaCollege reserves the right to that we know nothing about" sonable cause must be estabPublic Safety asks that city lished. To abide by the Fourth
request a search warrant from
the Rock Hill City Recorder and state police notify them Amendment, Jordan said they
when there is probable cause." when they are coming on cam- have to check the information
The article defines probable pus, although, police do not out to make sure they have
cause for a search warrant as: need Public Safety escorts to probable cause, "because this
(a) that a room is occupied enter residence halls, Cassens is your home, not just a motel
by a non-resident whose pres- said. The city can come to the room."
Although many students
ence constitutes a violation of school with a search warrant,
Open House, Overnight Guest, but Jordan said this seldom were unaware of it, the article
did not seem to affect most of
or other appropriate regula- happens.
She said once in a while them.
tions of the college or
Tamy Pierce, a sophomore
(b) a viol ation of municipal Public Safety will get a call
from local or state police to let from Charleston living in Wofor state law or
(c) that the occupant has them know they are coming to ford Hall, said she didn't even
concealed within the room campus. Jordan said Public know the clause was in her
property possession of which Safety will go to a student's room contract and added she
room or classroom and bring didn't read the entire contract.
Her first thought was, "I don't
the student to the police.
"We will not allow them to want people rummaging
come to your room," she said. through my things." Then she
carries a walkie-talkie and can confrontations with other stu- Jordan added that Public said that with good cause it
call for assistance at any time," dents. "The student assistants Safety could want anything would be all right and that she
are here with the students; from a student and in this doesn't do anything she feels
Jordan said.
Sam Martin, a graduate they live with the students." manner, it isn't embarrassing she needs to hide.
Robbie Bruce and Ken
student in English literature, The officers are concerned for to the student. "We don't want
has been working with Public the students' well being, she to leave a bad taste in the Carroll, both seniorsfromRock
Hill living in Breazeale Apartstudent's mouth," she said.
Safety for four and a halfyears. said.
Schoen said people often
Jordan told of a rare inci- ments, also said they had not
Martin, 23, has responsibilities of patrolling the Coliseum think the only thing Public dent that occurred last year. read the article. They said they
area as well as working in the Safety does is write tickets. She said a policeman entered had nothing to hide.
Bruce said, however, he
"Thafs not true," she said.
one of the residence halls, told
office on campus.
"Everybody parks wrong. the night clerk he was there to had rather police have a search
"It makes you sympathize
See safety, pg. 7
with the officers, to see behind I've ticketed my friends and arrest a student, went upstairs
the scenes. It's just like a po- even professors," she said.
Public Safety is only doing
lice department," he said.
l i i "TOTOFF
COUPON WITH WCID
$1.00 O F F ]
Martin's wife, Cheryl, is their job when they hand out
I A N Y SANDWICH
ANY SANDW4CH
I
also employed by Public Safety. tickets, Schoen said.
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Martin said his working
She is a dispatcher.
I
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imotigh fir tht mry fiM&i fuahiy n*d imlu*
The students are treated with Public Safety has given
as any other staff member — him a better understanding of
they have to check in and are their operation. "Everything
(Public Safety does) has a reaon shifts.
Rock HB, 8.C.
"The students have a whole son," he said. Martin will con-CALL IN FOB TAKE OUT ORDERS1#07
Road
tinue
working
with
Public
875AtorfchtRe*d
lot ofresponsibility," Doug MatCh*iry P«k C«ntr«
|
C o M i l C * * ' (M«x1toSky C*y)
thews, dispatcher with Public Safety as long as he is able.
328-1950
328-2002
Jordan said she was very
Safety, said. "It's a hard job."
STEAKS & HOAGIES
The students can advance pleased with the students who
1. SALAMItoHuc*.tomato.onton. oM *
' T|
in position if they stay on the have worked in the departZ. BQCOG*U «ettuc».tomato.onori. cm & mnefl*
~ 1-69
job long enough, Matthews ment. There are plans to in3. TUNA M U » . tomato, onion, oBfc vtoaQar.
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2 69
4. STEAK * GRSJLED OKKWS only
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said. They are worked hard, crease the program.
5. AMERICAN SPECIAL ch««M. roMi bw(. turkay. ham,
"Students are our eyes for
Z49
but are treated fairly.
cntona,tottuca.tonato.oH > vtoagac..-.
6. fTAUA* SPEOAL chaaaa, taiami. pappwonl.
Schoen said students us," Jordan said. "They see
things sometimes we can't."
should be more aware
"Our students are very
Public Safety does. "It's the
students'job too," she said. "If good," Matthews said. "They
t . ALL CHEESE
0*0". o» *
I I n M«, flAstfonlon,
you don't know what they do a good job."
. 3.4»
- 2 49
(Public Safety) are doing, ask.
ii.
Schoen
said
working
with
I t TURKS.'
ISXZZT"
22
Get to know them.
13. ROAST
* m
"They're sincere andreally Public Safety gave her a better
14 HOUSi? SIVCU^'ClMMiLtfqjSMlMpMl
•••*>
work hard. They're there for understanding of what goes on
around campus.
us," she said.
"I feel safe now, knowing
Jordan said she doesn't like
the student assistants to have they're there," said Schoen.

Every student is also sent a
closing notice before departure
for the holidays informing them
the staff will check to make
sure appliances are unplugged
and windows are locked. Plain
view violations apply here as
well.
Public Safety is charge
of room searches for concealed
weapons, drugs and other such
items, Cassens said.
Lt. Margaret Jordan, assistant director of Public
Safety, said when conducting a
search, Public Safety first goes
through the resident director
or resident assistant to ask for
consent to search a student's
room, and they also notify
housing. However, a student
is not notified prior to Public
Safety's arrival.
"We are standing in your
doorway when we ask for consent Even ifyou weren't there,

Students help Public Safety
Cara Crews
Special to The Johnsonian

Students serve as "eyes"
for Winthrop College Public
Safety, Lt. Margaret Jordan,
assistant director for public
safety, said.
Student assistants have
been used in the Public Safety
Department for five years. At
present, there are 12 students
employed. "The only requirement is that students have a
clean record—they've not been
arrested or in any serious
trouble," Jordan said.
The students handle responsibilities such as patrolling the Coliseum area, locking
buildings, dispatching, and
ticket writing.
"They hire students to
leave the officers to handle the
real public safety work," Kelli
Schoen, 25, said. Schoen, a
graduate student in the counseling and development center
at Winthrop, was a ticket writer
last semester. She is now a
residence director and said she
doesn't have time to work for
Public Safety.
Schoen said she was taken
seriously by the students and
faculty, and no one ever questioned her authority.
Had she needed assistance,
a public safety officer would
have been there "in a matter of
seconds," Jordan said.
"We don't put students in
dangerous situations. We look
out for them. Each student

^safeas
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What's Crawford
doing, anyway?
With all t h e sicknesses going a r o u n d t h e a r e a ,
i t seems only reasonable t h a t t h e staff a t Crawford
H e a l t h Center would stick a r o u n d t h e i r offices a
little longer t h a n usual, j u s t in case somebody
needs medical attention.
Unfortunately, such a Utopian i n f i r m a r y isn't
m e a n t to be for Winthrop College.
S t u d e n t s h a v e complained t h a t w h e n they h a v e
needed medical care a f t e r five, t h e quitting time for
most faculty m e m b e r s on campus, they h a v e h a d to
either wait until t h e i n f i r m a r y opens or go to
another doctor.
They say t h e y need medicine, or s o m e t i m e s
t h e y h a v e h u r t themselves a n d n e e d a leg or a r m
examined.
Needless to say, n o t all s t u d e n t s h a v e m o n e y to
pay for a local doctor or a visit to t h e emergency
room. And even if they do h a v e t h e money, t h e y
don't always h a v e transportation.
Crawford a d m i n i s t r a t o r s need to work out a
different schedule for t h e nurses a n d doctors so
someone can be on h a n d d u r i n g after-hours a n d on
weekends.
At t h e very least, t h e r e needs to be a n emergency n u m b e r for s t u d e n t s to call Winthrop medical staff in to do t h e i r jobs a little more completely.
How h a r d can it be to re-arrange a few h o u r s of
each Crawford staff m e m b e r and h a v e someone on
call 24 h o u r s a day?
Sickness a n d accidents aren't limited to 9 to 5
work days.
And t h e medical staff of this college shouldn't
be, either.
The Johnsonian Letter Policy
The Johnsonian welcomes letters to the editor concerning
any topic, whether Winthrop-related or not. The Johnsonian
editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters for space,
although not for content. All letters must be signed by the
author and typed for clarity. The Johnsonian also has the
right to withhold names if there is a chance of undue hostility
toward the author. Letters to the editor are not necessarily
the opinion of The Johnsonian.

Secretary <* Defense Nominee John towei

Think before you vote
Tomorrow is a day that five
people on campus have been
staking a lot of their time,
money and reputation on. In
both Thompson cafeteria and
Dinkins Student Center, students of Winthrop, both resident and commuter, will vote
for the candidates of their
choice in the SGA presidential
elections.
I know that other offices
will be decided also, but let's
focus on the top position for a
moment. The SGA president
will be in a rather precarious
position with both good and
bad aspects.
On the bad side, there is
the past.
Thinking back on the past
year of current SGA president
Wynn Archibald, four accomplishments come to mind. First
off, I got smaller scoops of ice
cream from Wynn than from
the regular cafeteria workers.
Secondly, I remember something about the SGA voting
that they could have prayer in
meetings and that other Statefunded organizations couldn't.
The fact that they didn't has
nothingto do with presidential
leadership, but with the ideas
ofSGA J iplain Vance Striklin.
Thirdly, the SGA wore tshirts with red ties printed on
them. This was called "Red Tie
Gripe Day," and students were
urged to seek out their representatives and make their
thoughts known. (I secretly

ED CLOWER
Johnsonian
Livirg Editor

believe, having seen only two
the entire day, that the members hid in their rooms until
well after midnight, but I would
never tell anyone such an absurd thought.)
Last of all, the president
was in charge of choosing representatives to meet the candidates for college president, an
incident IJike to refer to as the
"Where Can I Find A NonTraditional, Out-of State,
Minority, Off-Campus Student
Fiasco." The idea wasn't so bad;
just get one of every type of
student at Winthrop and let
them deal with representing
the student body to the next
'college president. My main
gripe with that idea was that I
can't see how a sub-culture as
diverse as Winthrop can be
Jevided into 18 subsets.
The next president's toughest challenge will be to correct
the alienation of the student
body, and to make the majority
of the people at Winthrop (the
students) feel that they can
express their feelings to their

main representative to the
ruling minority at Winthrop
(the Administration.)
On the good side, there's
also the past.
After all, that why they call
it the past, isn't it If s over, finished, history, one for the books.
The new SGA president can
start on a fresh track and make
a clean break from the former
administration. It is a chance
to correct past mistakes, even
if someone else made them, and
restore student copnfidence.
The question is, who can
doit?
Before you go in and vote
for someone because it's the
first name you recognize, think
about what they've said. Then
think about their past track
record. Now see if the two
match up.
If you didn't read The
Johnsonian's special insert last
week, give it a look. We have a
few left. If you didn't go to the
forum last Wednesday, find
some people who did, and ask
them what they heard. Look at
the story on page 1. Second
hand information may not be
the best way to decide, but it's
better than throwing darts at a
list.
Most of all, remember that
the SGA president will be your
representative to those who
hold the power. The right choice
is an informed choice, so think
before you elect the first one
that comes to mind.
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Continued from page 1
stration. He has been the vicepresident and president of
DSU, and has had three years
of experience as a senator. He
stated that he possesses leadership by experience.
He said his goals include
making himself and his administration more accessible,
the creation of more "main
campus" parking, and getting
students more aware of and
involved in SGA
Hopkins said he plans to have
a diverse group of appointees
by approaching and recruiting
students. He said his main
criterion will be the student's
desire to do something for
Winthrop.
"I plan to use my vice-president and others to help me
decide," he said.
Cher Lynn is a sophomore
majoring in social work/political science. She was a senator
during her freshman year and
is serving as public defender
this year.
"I am a people-person.
Winthrop has a lot going for it.
I'm from out of state, but I
think Winthrop is one of the
best schools in the country,"
she said.
Lynn said one of her goals is
to emphasize what Winthrop
has to offer. She said she wants
to create awareness and accessibility.

Traffic

continued from pg. 1
reached for comment.
Stricklin said the Student
Government Association was
asked to make a recommendation to the president and the
Winthrop College Board of
Trustees whether or not the
students wanted the idea to
take effect.
"The committee should have
a survey to see what the students want and then go by what
the students want," Stricklin
said.
Reggie Lloyd, president of the
senate, said that the one-way
street idea was only one idea is
a series of proposals to improve
the parking situation on campus.
Cynthia Cassens, associate
dean of student life, said a
committee formed last week
will plan for improvements in
traffic and parking.
Cassens is the chairperson
of the committee. She said she
would meet with Dean of Students Jeff Mann this week to
further discuss the committee.
Public Safety Chief Ralph
Harper will also be on the

Lynn said she feels that studentgovernmenthasfallen into
a rut in having the same people
involved year after year. She
said she would like to cee more
freshmen, commuter students,
and foreign students involved.
She said .she plans to have
communication as her managerial style. She said she will
also depend on her vice-president to stay abreast of senate
issues.
Paul Rouillard served as a
senator two years ago. He now
serves as the editor of the
Tatler. Roulliard said in two
years the Tatler has doubled
its organization representation
and has quadrupled its staff
and representation of the
campus as a whole.
He said he would like to make
a difference in student apathy
by getting everyone involved.
He said he doesn't believe
freshmen should hold chair
positions on senate committees.
He said he plans to appoint
people from all walks in order
to re-vamp SGA with fresh
ideas.
Rouillard said hard work is
his managerial style.
He said, "I'm running because I've proven that I can get
things done."
Prentiss Woods is a history/
political science major. He said
he plans to be a communicator
- a vital link between faculty,
staff, administration, and the

committee, Cassens said, as
well as student representatives. Cassens said the representatives would probably
come from the Residence Student Association and the Student Government Association.
One proposed change would
take the main entrance and
keep it one-way.In the change,
a driver would turn right, and
at the intersection of Byrnes
and Sims would turn left.
Instead of being able to turn
right at the Kinard and Byrnes
intersection, the driver would
only be able to go straight. At
the median between Byrnes
and Kinard Lawn, the driver
would have to turn right. This
road would only be one-way,
and would continue around th e
back campus behind Brezeale
and Johnson. When the driver
comes up to the intersection of
Kinard and Byrnes, the driver
would have to turn right. (See
graphic for further clarification.) The exits to Cherry Road
may or may not be cut off,
Stricklin said.
Cassens emphasized that the
one-way campus idea was only
a proposal, nothing more.

board of trustees.
He emphasised that everyone in student government
needs to be responsive to the
needs of the students, accountable, and that there must be a
constant dialogue between
students and student government.
" SGA is not just a Wednesday night meeting," he said.
Woods said he plans to have
diversity on his committees. He
said he will make his appointments by application, and he
said that he will also deliberately handpick a diverse group
of students.
He said having a good time
would be his managerial style,
because he said this is creates
productivity. He said he will
always have people staying on
top of thing?.
All SGA presidential candidates expressed intentions to
use the Johnsonian as a tool
for communication.
Vance Stricklin and Roddey
Anderson are running for SGA
vice-president.
Stricklin has 1-1/2 years experience in student government. He says he knows how
to get things done, and that he
car. assert himself.
Of the relationship between
the SGA president and vicepresident he said that although
the jobs are separate, the relationship should be close. He
said he is assertive, compe-

Reynolds

tent, and committed.
Roddey Anderson was not
present at the forum and gave
no comment when asked why
he did not attend .
AmyAmick, a sophomore, is
running for Dinkins Student
Union vice-president. She is a
computer science major. She
said she would like students to
be better informed about Dinkins. She said she would also
like to improve communications with other organizations.
Wendy Waddle, a junior majoring in communications, is
running for DSU president.
She has been involved with
DSU for 2-1/2 years. She said
she plans to work closely with
the faculty and staff.
"They really don't know
what's going on," she said.
She said she would like to incorporate ideas such as spirit
contests at the basketball
games.
Amy Plexico is running for
public defender. She is a junior majoring in political science, and said she plans to
attend law school followingher
undergraduate studies. She
said she feels that all students
should have.
She stressed the importance
of her role on the judicial council.
"Any student who has committed a violation can come to
me , and through me they can
meet the judge."

Toshia Latimer, a junior majoring in political science, is
running for public prosecutor.
She said by being a student
on the opposite end of the table,
she is able to understand students' problems with policies.
" When you take students
and faculty together, you will
have conflict. I'm here to help
students through it. I am not
against the students. I am a
mediator."
Randy Crews, a freshman, is
also running for public prosecutor. He graduated from the
U.S. Military Police Academy
in McClellan, Ala.
He said, "People see a prosecutor as the *bad guy*. I'm here
to protect students from the
wrongdoing of others. I will
make sure policies are upheld."
Out of the 5,232 students currently attending Winthrop
College, approximately 30
attended the SGA forum.
Candidates are running for
president and vice-president of
Dinkins Student Union and
Student Government Association, public defender and public prosecutor. Resident students will vote in the cafeteria,
and off-campus students and
Lodge residents will vote at
Dinkins.
Whiteside Realty
Real Estate - Rentals
339 E. Main Street
Phone: 327-7973

—

Continued from pg. 1
the Heart Institute early Friday morning, Sistare said.
"They took her up there
sometime Thursday night. By
9:00 a.m. Friday, they had
already done surgery," Sistare
said.
Cast members were asked
what they thought about Chris
Reynolds coming back to the
theatre to play for the performance.
"Cole" cast member Kellie
Eubanks, a double major in
theatre and communications,
said, "Ifs really no surprise
knowiagDr.Les. Knpwingher
and him, their motto is, T h e
show must go on'."
Eubanks said she heard Les
Reynolds was doing fine since
the surgery.
Stage manager Cuzanne
Smith, a theatre major, said, "I
think it's very professional of
him and he cares a lot about
the show. And he's put a lot of
work into it and hetioesr?'twant
to see it go down. He wan is to
see it go forward."
"If she were sitting there in
the hospital and him beside
her, she d tell him to go back to
the theatre and do his job,"
Eubanks said.

During February, 1989, any nevcustomersigning a 3
m ont h I eas e or I on a er wll rec eive on e m ont h rent
FREE! LOWEST RATES IN TOWN!
Interstate S e l f - S t o r a g e ^ ^
^nteritatu
•Seff-Siocryji

Ederi Terrace

324-7988

Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity
supports

•

PAUL
ROUILLARD
for SGA President
•
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Mass Comm. week celebrated
By Karen Parker
Johnsonian City Editor

Note:AlFitzpatrick, scheduled to speak Tuesday, will not
come to Winthrop because of a
death in the family. Honey
Howell, assistant professor of
mass communication, said
Fitzpatrick will come to the
college in mid-March , however. No further details were
available at deadline.
Television news anchors
and vice-presidents will descend upon the Winthrop
campus today through Thursday during Mass Communication Week.
WBTV news anchors Bob
Inman and Sara James (Channel 3); WPCQ-TV news anchor
Jesse Johnson (Channel 36);
WSOC-TV news anchor Meg
McDonald (Channel 9); A! Fitzpatrick, assistant vice-president of minority affairs for
Knight-Ridder Newspapers;
Ronald Sustana, vice-president
of public relations and advertising for the Greyhound Corporation; and Ralph R. Schulz,
senior vice-president-editorial
'for McGraw-Hill, Inc., will come
to Winthrop to speak to communications classes and any
other interested students on
campus.
James, Johnson, and
McDonald will speak at a
luncheon Wednesday in
McBryde Hall at noon. Tickets
for the luncheon must be purchased in advance and will cost
$6.95. Students on a meal plan
will receive a rebate. Tickets
can be purchased from the mass
communication office in
Johnson Hall.
Dr. William Click, chairman of ihe mass Communication department, said the idea
to bring in speakers came up
sometime in the fall, and the
department chose "one important person from each area".
William Fisher, professor
of mass communication, said
"Two of them are former stu-

^
J

dents of mine. They've risen to
very high positions." He added
that the speakers are being
brought in for the benefit of the
students, not for the faculty.
Sustana and Fitzpatrick
studied under Fisher.
"If san opportunity to meet
people whom you otherwise
wouldn't get past their secretaries," Fisher said.
Inman is the author of
"Home Fires Burning*.
Fitzpatrick was in charge
of the Pulitzer-prize winning
team of journalists that covered the Kent State shootings
in 1970. He is now in charge
of minority recruitment at
.Knight-Ridder News.
Sustana, who was a journalist, worked for R. J. Reynolds before it became RJR
Nabisco.
Shulz has worked at
McGraw-Hill since the '50s,
where he now is involved with
book publishing, television
broadcasting, and magazine
publishing.
He saidmeetingthe speakers may create future job contacts. The speakers will talk
about the real world, not about
the illusions students may
have, Fisher said. He added
that the speakers will tell what
it is really like to work in the
mass communication business.
Click said, "I hope it has
some impact on broadening
people's horizons and seeing
things they may not see otherwise."
Click said none of the
speakers are receiving fees for
their appearances at Winthrop.
The college is also not paying
travel costs and are housing
the speakers in Joynes Conference Center.
When asked if mass communication week would become an annual event, Click
said, "I would expect it to be."
"If you don't take advantage of it, you're the loser,"
Fisher said.

Delta Zeta Sorority
supports
Paul Rouillard
for SGA President

TUES. FEB 14: A1 Fitzpatrick
9:30 a.m.-10:45 a.m.
"Opportunities in the News
Business" Johnson 216
2:00a.m.-3:15p.m. "Competition in News Gathering and
Reporting Johnson 101
3:30p.m.-4:45p.m. "Writing for Your Medium's Audience" Johnson 202
5p.m. -6 p.m. Reception
with A1 Fitzpatrick Johnson
Lobby
WEDS. FEB 15: Ronald
Sustana
9a.m.-9:50 a.m.
"Real
World Public Relations: What
It's like" Johnson 216
lla.m.-i 1:50 a.m. "Media
Relations in Today's News
Environment* Johnson 216
Noon- 2 p.m. Luncheon:
"Women in Broadcasting:
What it Takes to Get a Job
and To Get Ahead" McBryde
Hall (advance purchase of
tickets required).
5p.m.-6:15p.m. "Corporate

Public Relations: Cases and
Comments" Johnson 216
6:15 p.m. -7 p.m. Reception with Ron Sust«na
Johnson Lobby
THURS. FEB 16: Ralph
Schulz
9:30- 10:45 a.m. "Electronic Data Transmission and
Retrieval: A Status Report"
Johnson 216
11 a.m.-12:15 a.m. "Information Services Through Electronic Data Transmission"
Johnson 216
2-3:15 p.m. "How Business Publications Serve Industry and Advertisers" Johnson
101

WfflOBtt
Diraif®^
Contact the
Department of Mass
Communications
at ext. 2121
weekdays before
5 p.m.
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Safety

Continued from pg. 3

warrant first. Carroll said he
was big on law enforcement
and many people think "it's only
illegal if they find it and that's
not right."

fears of life!

25'lLeather
Skirt

HAVE
GONE
Tuesday Night Buffet

$2.99

Pizza, Spaghetti, and Salad Bar.
Children 5-11
.99
5 - under FREE

COME

ONE

COME ALL

Limited Time Offer

FEBRUARY SPECIAL

Available in blalk, sizes
4-14. Regular $W0.

$4999

ROCK HILL MALL

Find romance in nooks,
crannies of Winthrop
By Lisa Stuart
Johnsonian Staff Writer

Valentine's Day marks the
beginingoftheseason, whenblooming
flowers and warm temperatures give,
rise to free spirits and romantic
interludes.
The vitality of this season can be
seen all over the world; one doesn't
neccessarily have to be in Paris or
Venice to enjoy the rapture. In fact,
many times the most romantic places
can be found in one's own backyard.
Winthrop College students can
find romantic spots just around the
corner. Itmightbe hidden somewhere
on the historic grounds of the college
or on the banks of Lake Wylie. It can
even be found in a garden. Wherever
one looks, a quiet hideaway can be
found here in the geographical center
of the Carolinas.
Wirithrop buildings are as
diverisified as they are beautiful; the
architecture ranges from early French
to Neo-Georgian.
Walking around campus is an
adventure in itself; the landscape is
widespread with trees and different
types of plants everywhere.
Nestled in the middle of campus
is the greek style outdoor
amphitheater. Each stair-like layer
is covered with grass which is
comfortable to sit on a wonderful place
to bring a lover. On warm spring
evenings imagine sitting here and
looking through the trees to the sun
setting in the sky, and even later a
Photo by Andrew Haylet starfilled night.
A couple takes advantage of the romantic setting of the Winthrop College lake.
Walking just a little farther to the

apartments on campus one will find
an outdoor courtyard centered in the
U-shape of Roddey appartments.
In the courtyard stands a
beautiful stone carved fountain which
people fondly call the "Goldfish Pond."
Surrounding this fountain is grass
and stone steps. It is very secluded
from the street and hardly anyone
who doesn't know this part of campus
knows it's there.
This courtyard is a private little
place perfect for a mild spring morning
or late afternoon rendevous.
The recreational part of the
college, known as Winthrop Lake,
provides a relaxing, soothing
atmosphereforintimateevenings. On
warm afternoons there's nothing
better than laying on the grass
watching the birds or playing frisbee
while
enjoying
stimulating
conversation. If picnics are in the
agenda this place is perfect!
Speaking of picnics, many Rock
Hill residents think Glencairn
Gardens is the most ideal place to
hold one. Encompassing a full city
block this garden is by far the most
beautiful in the city.
Open to the public from dawn till
dusk this heaven-on-earfch is filled
with a variety of flowers and trees;
among which are tulips, gardenias,
camelias, dogwood and oak.
A three-layered fountain is the
centerpoint of Glencairn. White
painted benches surround the
fountain and wildflowers are
a b u n d a n t on the beautifully
manicured lawn.
See Romance, pg.13

Learn to 'Love Carefully' today
By Holly A. Dibble
Johnsonian Staff Writer

Today is Valentine's Day,
a day for lovers; but to Vicki
Baroody, coordinator of the
Student Wellness Center,
today is "Love Carefully" day.
BarooJy, who also advises
the Student Health Advisory
Council (SHAC),
is very
concerned about student
health.
"I think people are taking
chances with their health,"
Baroody says. "They need to
understand that there's a lot
going on besides AIDS."
Baroody hopes to change

that. The Student Wellness
Center in conjunction with
SHAC, is sponsoring a "Love
Carefully" display at Dinkins

balloons. There will also be a here to learn a profession, but
drawing for a door prize.
to learn life-style skills."
Baroody hopQS the display
Baroody said she believes
will encourage students to take health care can be fun, and
providing sexual information
to students should not be a
controversial issue.
"If health care is
controversial, then this is. But
Vicki Baroody
if the display is tastefully done,
if the information is displayed
well, then
it is health
charge of their own health, information just like any
whether they are sexually other," she said.
active or not.
"In this day and age, there
She added, "People
is no good reason why people wouldn't be oifended by a
should notknow these things," display about heart disease, so
Baroody says. "When people they shouldn't be offended
are in college, they're not just about this."

7 think people are taking chances
with their health ... there's a lot
going on besides AIDS.'
Student Center today from
10a.m. to 2p.m. Students can
pick up information on birth
control
and sexually
transmitted diseases.
Valentine candy will be
available, and the first 30
students will receive Valentine

1. The Essential Calvin
and Hobbes, by Bill
Waterson
2. The Bonfire of the
Vanities, byTom Wolfe
3. The Tommyknockers,
by Stephen King
4. The Far Side Gallery 3,
by Gary Larson
5. Beloved, by Toni
Morrison

V
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Winthrop Cheerleaders
competing nationally
By Christy Causey
Johnsonian Staff Writer.

Bu Edward Clotver

f

V

True Ulsmmmc&t..*
or something like it *
Welcome once again, wanderers down the lanes of true
romance, to another edition of Bored Stiff, the column that
asks the question, "How do I love thee? Let me calculate the
ways on my IBM."
Well, my friends, once again, as we do every year at this
time, we find ourselves engrossed in the celebration of
affairs of the heart. As in years gone by, many of us are
rushing to the stores to find that perfect token of our
affections for the one that stirs our hearts like no other can.
For me, however, this particular V-Day has an added
significance.
Like many people, Valentine's Day sets my mind
wandering to days long gone, to the veryfirstlove of my life.
In my case, it was Angela Durbin.
I must have been around 13 or so. The moment we met,
I knew that we were destined to be paired for life. I was new
in school, and didn't know anyone yet, so I decided to wisely
but cautiously bide my time until I became the popular,
studly man that I would doubtlessly grow into in the next
few weeks,
Valentines Day came along, and everyone had to give
everyone else a valentine. This, I thought, was my chance
to express my affections to my true love. I couldn't give her
one of the fancy adult cards, because everyone would know
then. Then I remembered something I had heard about
subliminal messages (I was a very hip kid). I decided to go that
route. I wrote the words "I love you" with a toothpic and
lemon juice, hoping that her unconcious mind would pick
up on the invisible writing and she would rush to my
waiting arms.
Angela and I did start dating, but that was two years
later, and lasted only as loi g as I could handle her airhead
ways. The last I heard of her was that she had married a
truck driver from Tuscon and had three kids.
As for me, well, I went on to college. I got engaged this
year to Linda Hendrix, who seems to be the only one outside
my immediate family whr could live with me for any length
of time. It happened over in Glencairn Gardens, where I
made some rather clever analogies between life and the
garden and the circular walk and other such things. I was
even amazed at how well I was doing, until I came to "the
M word."
A strong man is made weak, a wise man foolish, and I
would be willing to bet that even Jesse Jackson had trouble
with "the M word." Like I said before, this V-Day is pretty
special to me. Looking at the future is a bit of a new
perspective for me, but I think I like it. I don't ever hope to
be happier.
Well, that wraps up another lovely edition of Bored
Stiff, the column that asks the question, "What did I ever
do to deserve to have it so good?" Until next time, take care,
and try to stay entertained.

Standing high in the air,
balanced on the shoulders or in
the palms of a partner,
Winthrop's cheerleaders rouse
a school spirit that may soon be
heard nationally.
With the help of Shararam
Machari, who videotapes the
Winthrop basketball games for
Rock Hill Cable T.V., the
varsity cheerleading squad
recently videotaped an audition
for the National Cheerleading
Association's
National
Championship.
The Winthrop cheerleaders
are made up of two squads; the
Gold Squad and the Garnet
Squad. The Gold Squad
consists of six men and six
women and cheers at men's
games. The Garnet Squad is
made up of seven men and
seven women and cheers at
women's games.
The members of the Gold
Squad agree that this year is
thefirsttime they've been good
enough to enter the

championship.
"I'm so excited about this!
Our squad this year is the best
we've had since I've been at
Winthrop," said Teresa Perry,
Winthrop cheerleader. "I think
we have what it takes to get to
nationals." According to Perry,
cheerleading is not just the fun

Back in the old days before
television, radio was king of
the media, and most of the big
radio networks had stock in
the big movie companies.
If not, they had their own
production companies.
RKO Radio was one of
them, and if any of you have
ever seen one of those films-or
been to the "Rocky Horror
Picture Show"-you'll see the
company logo. It reads: "This is
an RKO Radio Picture", and
up to a few years ago that was
a contradiction in terms.
Now it's not.
This is because Hollywood
makes movies about anything,
and it seems as if well be
watching movies about radio
for at least the rest of the year.
No more than a passing media
fad, these motion pictures will
lose their flair for ticket sales
just like their Vietnam movie
predecessors.
This isn't to say that these
movies aren't good. The box
office returns of "Good
Morning, Vietnam", and its
videotape sales speak for

away in a few months, there
will probably follow a slew of
mediocrefilmsabout DJ's, and
they will probably be comedies.
The only saving grace we
have against a fate of watching
"The Couch Trip", "Good
Morning, Vietnam" and "Talk
Radio" rip-offs is that a very
bad "radio picture" follows. If
this happens, the industry will
Turner
be turned off of movies about
radio, and we will be left with
themselves, as well as the pleasant memories of three
Academy Award nomination^. very good movies that actually
Along the same line's, had something to say.
except mainly in the video- tape
Every trend in moviefield, "The Couch Trip", making has its own place in
starring Dan Aykroyd as an the industry, its own assigned
escaped mental patient who
See Aisles, pg.14
takes the
place of• a UW BttY 4WU WWKT
popular radio
psy-chiatrist MrimwutKriwit
has earned L.
good profit for its producers.
And it also looks as if|
Oliver Stone's soon to be released "Talk Radio", starring
Eric Bogosian, will fare quite
well at the box office.
After "Talk Radio" fades V

Photo by Andrew Hayler

The Winthrop Gold Squad In formation at Homecoming

and games it looks like on court
during half-time. It requires
lots of hard work, including
returning to school two days
earlyfromChristmas break to
practice and prepare for the
demo tape. They practiced all
day Jan. 9 and 10, and have
See Cheerleaders, pg. 14

Lights, camera, ...records?
Radio invades the cinema
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Eagles lose first
BSC
home game
By Eugene Jolley
Johnsonian Sports Editor

Campbell University beat
Winthrop College 69-62 Saturday night in Big South Conference basketball. In doing so,
the Camels handed the Eagles
their firsthome conference loss
of the year.
Campbell, who was the preseason favorite to win the
championship took control of
the game after a 17-4 run in
the first half.
With Winthrop (13-11, 36) leading 13-8 after a Sean
Smith jumper with 12:54 remaining, Campbell outscored
the Eagles 17-4 behind the play
ofHeniy Wilson. Wilson scored
six points during that stretch.
Campbell wouM lead 35-25 at
halftime on a Brad Childress
three-pointer.
"Campbell played like a
team picked to win the conference championship. In the first
half, they shot the ball exceptionally well," said Winthrop
coach Steve Vacendak.
The Eagles rallied in the

Winthrop
falls 74-65

second half behind the play of
Clay Dade and Chuck Rombout. Dade scored a season
high 18 points while Rombout
added eight more.
The Eagles would cut the
lead to 53-51 on a Dade threepointer with 5:25 remaining.
Dade hit three three-pointers
in the game.
However Campbell on the
ensuing trip down court would
extend the lead on a Brad
Childress three-pointer with
4:27 remaining.
"We need to be more conscience of time and the score,
particularly in the secondhalf,"
Vacendak said.
The Eagles were not done
until, with Campbell leading
63-57 with 53 seconds left, an
apparentbasketbyGreg Washington was wiped out by a
charging call.
"At those junctions, calls
like that are all very critical. It
is a big swing especially when
a basket is taken away. And
Photo by David Turner
when they go down and make At deadline, Wlnthrop's Kim Segars was only four points of the
See Eagles pg. 11 all time scoring of 1605 points.

By Eugene Jolley
Johnsonian Sports Editor
Augusta College beat
Winthrop College 74-65 Saturday in Big South Conference
womens basketball behind the
36 points of Debbie Born.
Born would score 20 points
in the first half in which the
game was tied four times.
However after Winthrop (8-15,
4-5) led 25-23 on a Becki Barbary basket with 7:38 remaining, Augusta would outscore
the Lady Eagles 14-4 to lead at
the half37-29.
"It just wasn't there. Intensity was not there when we
needed it to be. Augusta is a
good team. They shot 53 percent the first half. I thought it
was about 70 percent," said
Winthrop coach Ann Copeland.
Augusta struck quickly to
start the second half by
cutscoring Winthrop 11-4 behind the play of Born.
"If s bad when one girl kills
you. She did a great job. We
threw a lot ofdefen ses at them,"
See Copeland Pg. 11

Eleventh annual Eagle Run set for Saturday, February 25th
T
h P
plovonfK
onniinl
The
eleventh
annual
Eagle Run is set for Saturday,
February 25, and it will start
at 11 o'clock at the Winthop
Coliseum. It is being sponsored by the Winthrop College Athletic Department and
the Rock Hill Striders.
Entries for this year's
event are being received
through Wednesday, February 22.
Eagle Run is an 8K fast

1ITJ 1.L
mv .
paced tour of Winthrop.
The
course makes its way around
the college lake area, through
the residential streets near
campus, around the main
campus, and then back to th
lake area before finishing at
the coliseum. The course combines rolling hills with a manageable distance to attractboth
the veteran and novice runners. The attractive course
makes it one of the best shor

• » i L .
?•
road <races
in the ttwo /~1
Carolines.
A prize of $200 will be
awarded to the first male and
female runner. In addition
trophies will be given to the
first finishers in both the male
and female divisions in each
age group. The age groups are
19 and under, 20-29, 30-39,
40-49, and 50 and over. Besides the first to finish in each
group, the second and third
fr%r*A

—

. .

finishers will also receive a
trophy.
A trophy will be given to
the first male and female
Winthrop students to finish
the race. In addition all runners will receive a free T-shirt.
A Fun Run is also scheduled for 10:40. A trophy will
be presented to the first place
finisher in that event, and
medals will go to those finishing second, through tenth.

Runners must be under thirteen years of age to qualify for
the FW Run.
Entry fee for the race is
$6.00, with Winthrop students
being able to enter for $5.00.
The entry for the Fun Run is $
4.00. Packets can be picked up
on race day beginning at 9:00
a.m. at the coliseum.
All proceeds from the race
gc to the Winthrop Athletic
Scnolarship Fund.

Davidson excited about Winthrop tennis teams
Rv Angela
Annola Melcher
Malrhor
By

i.;i_ the
singles while
doubles team of Roberto Olivero- Ali Benntyi and Cliff
First year Winthrop ten- Toms-P.J.Rescigno coming up
nis coach Ian Davidson is ex- victorious.
cited about his first collegiate
Davidson will coach both
job. Davidson takes over for the men's and women's teams
Cid Carvalh o who resigned last and hopes that both will be
summer to pursue other inter- more competitive this year
sts.
even though each team lacks
Winthrop's season began experience.
Feb. 11 in Brevard, NC against
The men return three
Western Carolina with the players from last year's team
men's team winning 3-2, while which tied for second in the
the women lost 5-0.
Big South Conference TourChris Lowther won 6-2, 3- nament. Their record was 9-9,

Johnsonian Sports Writer

R
in
6, R.A
6-4 in

C O in ±i_
on
5-2
the„ nBSC.
Returning players include
team captain Roberto Olivero
from
Mexico
City,
Mexico,sophomores Chris
Lowther from Toronto, Canada., and Andrew Caruth from
Trinity, Trinidad. All three
played in the top six positions
a year ago and will probably
be there again this year,
Davidson said.
Newcomers Ali Bennaji
from Rabat, Morocco, P.J.
Rescigno from New Fairfield,
Ct., and Cliff Toms from Alex-

, .

..

andria, Va. are expected to fill
the remainder of the top six
positions.
Only two women return
from a team which went 1-13
a year ago. Alice Kryder, a
senior frcm Bowie, Md., was
one of the top seeds last year.
She, along with Rebecca Seder, a sophomore from Mandeville, LA, will be relied on to
provide the leadership for the
young team.
Newcomers Brandy Aull,
Mia Jackson, Laura Tucker
and Lenora Wasson are ex-

pected to fill the remaining
spots.
Although this is
Davidson'sfirstyear he is looking forward to the challenge
ahead of him. The men and
women both have tough nonconference schedules, but
Davidson feels with a little luck
and a lot of hard work, they
will have an acceptable year.
"My main objective is to do
what it takes for the players to
have a pleasant experience and
to represent Winthrop well,"
Davidson said.
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Hornets impressive
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Photo by Scott TTiackston

Boston s Dany Ainge and Charlotte's Robert Reld talk prior to a recent game.

Eagles
Continued from pg. 10
Gary Elmore 0-1 0-0 0, Julius
it, it's a four point play What McNeil 3-11 0-0 6, Marvin
hurts even more is the mental Edmonds 1-1 0-0 2, Sanders
letdown. When that happens, Jackson 5-7 5-7 15.
yon have to be tough and fight
back," Vacendak said.
WINTHROP (62)- Sean
Smith 4-8 0-0 9, Greg WashCAMPBELL (69)- Brad ington 4-9 2-2 11, Jay Barry 0Childress 6-8 2-2 16, Chris 10-0 0, Clay Dade 6-12 3-4 18,
Springs 0-10-02, Henry Wilson Doug Omli 6-6 2-4 14, Chuck
7-14 3-3 17, Steve Bruce 4-7 0- Rombout 4-4 0-1 8, Lee Staf0 8, Mark Mocnik 1-3 2-2 4, ford 0-0 0-0 0, George Henson

This Week
In Sports
Men's Basketball
Feb. 22 Coastal
7:30 p.m.
Women's Basketball
Feb. 15 At Campbell
7:30 p.m.
Feb. 18 At Augusta
5:00 p.m.
Feb. 20 UNC-A
7:30 p.m.
Men's Tennis
Feb.17 Queens
2:30 p.m.
Women's Tennis
Feb. 16 At Queens
2:30 p.m.

0-3 0-0 0, Everett Sesker 0-2 00 0, Terry Hare 0-2 0-0 0, Andy
McKoy 1-4 0-0 2.
Three point
goalsCampbell 3 ( Childress 2,
Mocnik 1), Winthrop 5 (Smith
1, Washington 1, Dade 3).
Fouls- Campbell 12, Winthrop
16. Fouled out -Campbell
(Wilson).

Copeland.

Continued from pg. 10
Copeland said.
The Eagles rallied behind
the defensive play of Tara
Youngblood and the threepoint shooting of Andrea Lucas
to cut the lead to 48-39 lead
with 12 :54 remaining.
Youngblood came up with
numerous steals while Lucas
hit four three-pointers.
"Tara isagood steady ballplayer. The last game she had
11 rebounds. She'll start scoring (soon)," Copeland said.
Campbell would hit their
free throws down the stretch to
seal the win.
"We need to have greater
intensity on offense and defense. We were taking good
shots, but they was not going
in," Copeland said.
Kim Segars wp.s held to 13
points and is now four points
short ofbreaking the Winthrop

all time points scored record
behind Janet Dykton's career
total of 1605.
"Kim took some good shots,
they just were not falling,"
Copeland said.
AUGUSTA-(74)- Nicky
Stoming 3 2-2 8, Francean
Leverette 3 0-0 6, Debbie Born
17 2-2 36, Debbie Grist 12-4 6,
Mary Chaous 4 1-2 12, Dottie
Wesley 12-3 4, Caroline Platte
2 0-1 4.
WINTHROP-(65)- Tara
Youngblood 2 0-0 4, Becki
Barbary 5 0-010, Kim Segars 5
3-4 13, Andrea Lucas 5 0-0 14,
Michele Hobson 5 4-414, Sheila
Bailey 3 2-2 8, Angie Marshall
1 0-0 2.
Three point goals-Augusta
3 (Chaus), Winthrop 4 (Lucas
4).
Fouls-Augusta 11,
Winthrop 18. Fouled out-None.

Special Orders
Given Special
Attention

By Eugene Jolley
Johnsonian
Sports Editor
NBA action.
What is going on with the
basketball crowd coming later
and later? In the game Saturday night against Campbell it
apparently affected Campbell
coach Billy Lee in the second
half of the game. The situation
was the FUDS and the Pi
Kappa Alphas did not get to
the game until with eleven
minutes remaining. After the
noise caused by the banging of
trash can lids, the two coaches,
Lee and Steve Vacendak, were
called to the scorers table and
the referees told Vacendak of
the problem. He said he could
not do any thing about it.

RESEARCH PAPERS
1 M 7 8 to choose from—all subjects
Order Calelog Today with Visa/MC or COD

I• B i S 800-351-0222
,
,2,3,477.Q226
n Cali(

Or. rush $2.00 to Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN. Los Angeles. CA 90025
Custom research also available—all levels

2// and Catering ^nc

NOW HIRING
d? d? d?

Catering help needed
_

Banquet servers
Bartender
Kitchen help

Earn extra money and work around your class
c . r*
schedule
c

GMfefc ^)e/i^bdCakring }nc.
1509 &benezerc)id

9tock9iiH6C 2GT730

Bookworm

Intramurals
Feb. 15 Weightlifting
Contest "Deadlift"
Feb. 17 Soccer
(Signup)

I finally made it to see a
Charlotte Hornets game last
Thursday night with the Hornets beating the Atlanta
Hawks 110-108.
Let me first say I bought
tickets for the game before
Christmas. My favorite team
is the Hawks, however I found
myself pulling for the Hornets
as soon as I entered the coliseum.
About the coliseum, it is
gorgeous. I remember the first
time I went to the Omni in
Atlanta. I thought it was the
coolest arena I had ever seen.
Up unitl now, however.
The concession prices are
reasonable with a souvenir
Coke selling for $1.50.
The crowd was unbelievable. The only negative about
the crowd was when they booed
the man who introduced the
Statler brothers. They sung
the national anthem.
For those who have been
fortunate enough to attend a
Hornets game this year, you
know what I am talking about.
For those unlucky ones, it really is an entertaining night of

&03J2Q9-Q9QS
9:30-6:00 p.m.
Friday Til 9:00 p.m.

of South Carolina, Inc.

TEXTBOOKS FOR LESS

•We buy and sell Winthrop textbooks throughout the year
•Over 30,000 paper, hardcover and gift books in stock
•Browsers always welcome
ty S h o p p i n g C e n t e r

S o o l

Dep. 7 324-3122
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Prank caller
poses 'survey'
Someone is passing him- participation.
self off as a University of Arizona sociology student conduct"Hell ask you a reasonable
ing a sexuality survey by phone, question, then trick you" into
and then askingthe female UA answering more lascivious
students and alumni he con- questions, she said.
tacts obscene questions.
After police told the woman
"There have been numer- they couldn't trace calls to her
ous phone calls to us relaying home until she received 30 to
this problem, askingif we have 40 prank calls, she canged her
a student conductinga survey," telephone number.
said Sherry Enderle, a sociology department administrator.
Assistant Chief Harry
"The sociology department Hueston of the UA police dewould not condone such ques- partment said obscene phone
tions."
call crimes are not easy to solve
because there is rarely a susEnderle estimates the de- pect and no way to trace the
partment fielded at least 10 call once the victim hangs up.
calls from women complaining
about the fraudulent survey in
Winthrop College public
recent months. "It seems to re- safety officers, unlike those of
ally take off at the beginning of UA, can put a trace on a stuthe semester," she said.
dent's line if the student reports repeated obscene phone
One student said a man calls.
called her in October asking
The officer usually tells the
for help with his sociology re- student to record anything
search project. She said he about an oboscen call he can
asked a series ofinnocent ques- remember, such as voice, time,
tions that quickly turned in- whether it sounds long-distrusive and obscene.
tance.
If the calls continue, public
In January, he called again, safety will consider putting a
offering $20 an hour for her trace on the line.

.

i j

-v;-

Obscene telephone
calls are Von
the rise atuthe
University of Arizona.^ ^
,
l l , 1IC l i a v
i e university ot Arizona.

Connecticut tries to ban student drinking

In
what may be the most sweeping
Inwhatmaybethemostsweeping
attempt to restrict student drinking in
the United States, a Connecticut state
legislator has introduced a bill which, if
passed, would ban alcohol from state
colleges.
State Rep. Edith Prague says her
bill prohibiting the sale, distribution
and consumption of booze on
Connecticut's public campuses is warranted by the rise in alcohol abuse
among students.
"Alcohol abuse by the youth of today is a major problem that cannot be
ignored," Prague said.
Numerous surveysfromaround the
country confirm her view. The last
week of January, for instance, the Association of Junior Leagues reported
that "heavy" drinking is increasing
among college women in particular.
Prague contends ifs because college life revolves too much around drinking, while academics and self-enrich-

. .
. .
.
™
ment have taken oa back seat. "Learning to drink is not part of the curriculum."
Prague also argues that much of
the crime committed on campuses is
alcohol-related, and that school policies may encourage students to drink
even though most are younger than 21,
Connecticut's legal drinking age.
A University of Connecticut committee already has begun studying ways
to decrease student drinking, and may
prohibit it even if Prague's bill is not
passed. Existing university policies
allow students over the age of 21 to
drink in their dorm rooms.
UConn officials started reviewing
campus drinking policies last spring,
when student celebrations of the
school's National Invitational Tournament basketball victory were marred
by several incidents of vandalism.
Students, however, dislike the
prospect of further restrictions. "Legism (

,
,
lating a dry campus is unnecessary,"
said UConn student government President Ross Garber.
"I've gotten some feedback from
students who feel UConn should comply with the state law, but shouldn't
restrict the activities of adults."
"I think the kids that want to drink
would still get their alcohol frcm off
cimpus," added James Amfpacher, the
editor-in-chief of the campus newspaper.
Connecticut, of course, is not alone
in its efforts to curb student drinking.
A few others are toying with the
idea of total prohibitions, too. At Michigan State University, administrators
last month conceded publicly they had
considered on out. '^ht drinking ban,
but opted instead to try to enforce existing policies more stringently.
"The emphasis here is not to diy up
the campus, literally, but it's to reduce
the use and misuse of alcohol," said

^
MSU vice president for student affairs
James Studer.
In Louisiana, the Hammond City
Council passed a anti-loitering ordinance last fall to discourage Southeastern LouisianaUniversity students from
hanging around outside after local bars
and taverns close.
Also last fall, the universities of
Pennsylvania and Washington, Indiana and Princeton universities and
Cornell College in Iowa took steps to restrict campus drinking.
The Junior Leagues started a threeyear alcohol awareness program aimed
at college women called "Woman to
Woman: The Campus Generation."
Alcohol contributes to many "life
damaging" problems for college women,
including date rape and drug abuse,
said Junior League spokeswoman Cary
Curtis.
Bui while the trend appears to be
See alcohol ban, pg. 14
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College life in brief.

the use of drugs.
• Twenty percent did not
know whether anti-homosexual violence was a problem on
Many college officials don't their campus.
know how crime-ridden their
campuses are, according to a
group that studies violentcrime
among students said last
month.
Afterfiveyears of trying to
There are many people in
decision-making capacities expose more students to the
who are not aware of the ex- humanities, "many" students
tent of violence that exists," are still graduating with just
said Dorothy G. Siegel of the the barest knowledge of the
Center for the Study of Crime liberal arts, the National Enand Violence, based at Towson dowment for the Humanities
State University in Maryland. announced last month.
Lynn Cheney, a member of
"That's a concern because unless people know what's going the organization, said almost
on in their campuses, they can't "forty percent of all colleges will
let studetns graduate without
address it," she said.
Of the 328 administrators ever taking a history course.
Nearly half of all colleges
surveyed:
• Twenty-nine percent did don't make students take
notknow if sexual assaults had English or literature classes.
increased on their campuses in To graduate, today's student
has to take only an average of
the past year.
• Thirty-five percent did 1.5 more hours of humanities
not know what percentage of courses than students in 1983physical assaults had involved 84.
However, students are re-

Officials unaware
of campus crime

Romance
quired to take an average of 2.5
hours of math, up half a point
from 1983.

Liberal arts still Nude Olympics
barely survive
being ignored
Purdue University's "Nude
Olympics" resulted in the arrest of two students and the
possible expulsion offour more.
Several students ran nude
around the university's quadrangle Jan. 21. Five other
students who tried to strip and
run were caught by campus
police.
One student was charged
with public indecency and
public intoxication and another
was charged with public intoxication and resisting arrest.
Dorm residents who participated in the event also face
getting kicked outof the dorms.
The event was born sometime in the mid-'50s, when a
student who lived in a dorm on
the quad ran nude on a cold
night across the campus.

Continued from pg. 8
During spring, summer
and even the sunnier parts of
fall this garden is alive with
activity. Summer and spring
weddings are a favorite in this
modern Garden of Eden, especially when the flowers and
dogwoods are in full bloom.
What could be more romantic?!
Another location perfect for
a Valentine's Day romp would
include Lake Wylie's Ebenzer
Boat Landing..
The landing is on the shore
ofLakeWylie. Itisopentothe
public seven days a week and
closes at dusk. Newly added
picnic tables and grills rest on
the grassy bank of the lake.
Here a couple can watch the
boats and waterskiers go by,
while enjoying a picnic lulich
for two. Peaceful dusk hours
are a relaxing time to take a
walk by the shimmering water
of Lake Wylie, and observe the
sun setting behind the trees.
While at Lake Wylie, wander over to the dam, where
ducks, chipmunks and squirrels can frequently be seen. The
gently sloping grass covered

hills offer a quiet, comfortable
resting place from the often
noisy boat landing.
If your planning a night
out foryour valentine then good
food and a romantic atmosphere can also be found close to
campus.
Th e "hot spot" for Winthrop
students is the White Horse
Ltd. restaurant and bar. A
short block from campus this
out-of-the-way pub is perfect
for those who want excellent
food and drinks at reasonable
prices. A dim interior accented
by candles on wooden tables
and old pictures of celebrities
hang on the walls make for an
intimate evening for two.
For the more fori lal dining
experiences, Tarn's Tavern on
Oakland Avenue is just suited
for romance. A quaint atmosphere and delicate interior with
a wide choice of entrees on the
menu are perfect when impressing a loved one.
Whether planning to take
that special person to one of
the fine restaurants or creating a personal ambiance at one
of the garden spots, you're sure
to have a won derful Valentine's
Day this year.

The Anthology, The Johnsonian and The Tatler
are now accepting applications for 1989-90 publications editors.

s nian
tatler
w~" \oVW °
tef/erA n
'

TUf

Aritholnn*
,u

THE TATLER

9y

y ° n e interested may pick up
applications
at the following locations:

The Anthology
anthc^at\ey
tatler

•
•
•
•
•

THE^TATLEf^

N'an

Bancroft Proper Basement
Student Activities Office, ext. 2249
Dr. William Click, ext. 2121
Dr. Bill Sullivan, ext. 2171
Haney Howell, ext. 2121

Application deadline is Feb. 24. Anyone with questions may call the above
numbers or ext. 3419 or ext. 3418. Come be a part of the Winthrop publications team.
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University bans recruiter following racial remarks
One of the world's biggest
law firms won't be able to recruit at the University of Chicago for a year because one of
its recruiters insulted a student

Stone said he was barring recruiters from Baker & McKenzie, which has 44 offices in 26
countries, from interviewing
UC students through the 198990 school year.

Chicago law dean Geoffrey

The ban came after the

The firm chairman apolo-

If the squad mpkes itin the
topfiveteams to compete, they
will be spending about 40 hours
a week practicing for nationals, said Kelly Hoffman, the
cheerleadingcoach. Add to that
the fact that they will have to
stay at Winthrop and practice
for the National Competition
during spring break.
The cheerleaders also
worked hard preparing the
demo for Homecoming, which
was performed last Saturday.
The routine for Homecoming
was choreographed by
Winthrop cheerleader, Byron
Putman.
During the half-time show
JoDee Hetrick, a Winthrop
Gold Squad cheerleader, was
injured. Hetrick fell from a
two high formation (about 10
feet high), and hit her head on
the floor.
"JoDee had to get a couple
of stitches in her head," said

Squad cheerleader. "Other
than that, she's doing great."
"Jasper did a real good job
of breaking JoDee's fall," said
Niel Wellborn, director of promotions. "He's well trained for
that."
The Athletic Department
has an insurance policy on all
of Winthrop's athletes, which
covers all injuries.
Despite Hetrick's fall, the
Gold Squad's chances for nationalshave not been hurt. The
demo tape was recorded prior
to the accident said Hall.
The Gold Squad's competition tape arrived in Tennessee
at the Universal Cheei leading
Association this past Tuesday.
The tape is about five minutes
long and consists of a cheer, a
chant, a fight song, and a two
minute segment of crowd involvement.
The tape will be judged in

Cheerleaders —

from pg. 9
practiced every day this month
for four hours.
"A lot of people don't realize how much work goes into
cheerleading. We do just as
much as any other athletic
team," Perry said. "Youhave to
be dedicated, and put 100 percent into it. You just have to
love it."
The cheerleaders need to
be physically fit, this requires
practice. Lots of practice.
Three times a week each
cheerleader practices with his/
her partner, works out in the
weight room and runs one mile.
The women work to maintain a
body fat between 15 percent
and 18 percent, while the men's
body fat should be below 10
percent.
All of the cheerleaders are
required to maintain the same
weight throughout the year,
and they are periodically

school paper published an account of how a recruiter supposedly made anti-Semantic,
racist and sexist remarks during an interview with a black
woman law student

gized to the student and the
school, replaced the representative and suggested the representative had been trying to
[rovoke the student with a
"stress test" to see how she'd
react to pressure.

Tennessee, and the squad
should have the results by the
end of the month.
Tryouts to join the squads
will be held in either March or
April. Those trying out will be
judged on how well they perform tumblingmotions, jumps,
and partner stunts.
The judges consist of former cheerleaders from other
colleges in this area. They look
for sharp motions, overall ability, and spirit.

one of those movies trying a
lighter approach, and it was
successful.
It was very successful, and
it brought some of the things
that were "in the works", such
as "Talk Radio" which was a
stage play starring Eric Bogosian at the time, to the attention of producers and Oliver
Stone.
The rest is history, and
hopefully Hollywood will keep
it that way and let these films
enjoy old age without sequels
or spin-offs. To be honest, the
last thing I want to see Robin
Williams in is "Good Morning,
Vietnam: Coming Home".
Let's hope none of us see i t

1

Gifts for All Occasions
Secret Pal Gifts
10% discount with coupon Expires 2-21-89
Cherry Park Centre

366-4991

Continued from pg. 12
moving towards limiting alcohol use on campuses, at least
one school has loosened its
drinking rules a little.
Officials at Washington's
Linn-Benton Community College agreed in October to allow
the limited use of alcohol on
the previously dry campus.
Organizations wishing to
serve alcohol at campus
funtions must provide food and
get permissionfromthe school
at least 45 days prior to the
event.
"This is a restrictive policy," said Linn-Benton President Tom Gonzales. "It's not a
policy that advocates an open
use of alcohol. It's to be primarily used in a social atmosphere, with restrictive conditions. It should not be interpreted that there will be a
student pub:

GREAT AMERICAN
FASHION COMPANY

Special Fraternity Discount with
Groups of 20 or more on tuxedos

Aisles — — —
from pg,9
picture" follows. If this happens, the industry will be
turned off of movies about
radio, and we will be left with
pleasant memories of three
very good movies that actually
had something to say.
Every trend in moviemaking has its own place in
the industry, its own assigned
little place in the history of
Hollywood.
Fortunately, the trend of
Vietnam movies of a few years
wasn't infested with "Platoon"
clones. Each movie had something to say and something to
show, and they did. Actually,
"Good Morning, Vietnam" was

Alcohol ban

FREE S U B S
Buy any sub or salad and 2 drinks
and receive a salad or sub of equal
or lesser value
ABSOLUTELY FREE!
Not Good with Any Other Coupon or Promotion
Offer Expires February 20,1989
329-0073
Cherry Rd Across From
Lee Wicker

OPEN:
Mon-Sat 10am - 1 2 midnight
Sun 11am -10:30 pm
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"Spring" Board of Savings
JUST FOR OUR FRIENDS AT WINTHROP
Get Ready for those Days at the Beach
with Super Savings at

WISE GUYS!

Check out
our latest DUDS froni Body Glove, Quicksilver,
Union Bay, Billabong, Ozzy and More!
T"

"~1
j 25% off any single item
I NOT already on sale
I

^

Buy 1 t-shirt at
Regular Price. Get 1 of
equal or lesser value at
half price

Expires 2-21-89
'

Expires^21-89_
i

25% off any pair of jeans

[JimitJ.

Expires^ 2-21-_89j

,

r"

'1
Union Bay Long
j Shorts $15 with coupon I
Reg. price $25
I
|
LLimitl
Expires. 2:21-89j

|

20% off any shorts or
swimsuit
iJLimitJL

Expires 2-21-89j

20% off any Tank Top I
__ _Expires_2^2 l-89j

Celebrate the coming of Spring and Save at Wise Guys
Located between Harris Teeter and Post Office in Winthrop Commons
Coupon valid with current WCID only
Limit one coupon of each type per store visit
Store Hours: Monday - Saturday 10 am to 6 pm

327-7060

